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Text.
Title Page, Line 17, Assessor, for, asesor.
Page 6, Line 3, Information, for, Información.
Page 9, Line 13 and 14, researchers, can... 2) can establish..., 3) can access, for researchers, can 2) establish..., 3) acces.
Page 12, Line 12, institution, for, instituction.
Page 12, Line 14, high, for, hign.
Page 12, Line 16, determinant, for, determinat.
Page 14, Line 12, because, for, becourse.
Page 14, Line 14, international, for, international.
Page 15, Line 11, researchs, for, researchrs.
Page 17, Line 19, reasons, for, resaons.
Page 20, Line 23, site, for, ste.
Page 20, Line 24, distributor, for, distribuidor.
Page 22, Line 6, *(Burton and Kleber)*, for, *(Burton y Kleber)*.


**Graphics.**

Page 24, From ANNEX: Consume Information Indexes, TABLE 2: Middle Age, page 4-22.
Title: *Knowledge Areas*, for, *Knowledge Áreas*.

Page 25, Middle Age or Semiperiod, page 23, *KNOWLEDGE AREAS*, for, *KNOWLEDGE ÁREAS*.
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